
Appendix A - plAnning for rurAl Bicycle routes 

roAd evAluAtion Method 
The following evaluation method is based on the needs of the casual cyclist, typically age 16 or older with a drivers 
license. This method of evaluating rural roadways for shared bicycle/motor vehicle use is similar to that developed for the 
Wisconsin Bicycle Map. The basis for this methodology is the concept that no rural road exists which is not capable of 
accommodating one bicycle and one motor vehicle occupying the same lateral road section at the same time. A conflict 
arises, however, when a bicycle, an oncoming, and an overtaking motor vehicle arrive at the same lateral section at the 
same time. It is possible that paved shoulders will add sufficient width to allow a safe pass for all three vehicles without 
much variation of speed or deviation from lane of travel. 

Of course, any safe passing encounter by any number or type of vehicles is dependent on the prudent judgment and 
behavior of all involved. At the same time, bicyclists are the most vulnerable of the vehicle operators and will be reluctant 
to use roadways with a high incidence of three vehicle passing conflicts. In addition, youth bicyclists may lack the skills 
and physiological development to deal with such situations. Where adequate paved shoulder width does not exist, it is 
in the best interests of bicyclists to select roads for a route system where the random occurrence of triple passes is 
minimal. 

The incidence of triple pass occurrences can be calculated mathematically by using a road section’s average daily traffic 
(ADT) (See definitions at the end of this appendix item). Interestingly, as the ADT increases the incidence of triple passes 
progresses geometrically. This means that a road section with 5,000 ADT will have 100 times as many triple passes as 
a road with 500 ADT. This fact clearly favors the use of lightly traveled road sections for shared bicycle/motor vehicle use 
where adequate paved shoulder width does not exist. 

The introduction of truck traffic into the mix creates even more stressful and potentially dangerous triple pass situations. 
The incidence of these occurrences can also be calculated based on the percent of the ADT which is truck traffic. Triples 
pass situations where a truck, a car, and a bicycle will be more common than triple passes with two trucks and a bicycle, 
but at very low ADT counts and at very low truck traffic percentages the potential occurrences are not significant. Wider 
roads tend to have higher ADT counts and higher percentages of truck traffic. Even when paved shoulders exist, the wind 
blast from passing trucks cause bike handling problems for youth and casual bicyclists. 

Other road section characteristics also have an impact on their suitability for shared use. Seasonal and day-of-week 
peaking will always produce variations in ADT.  This is because seasonal and daily auto volumes are often highest at the 
same time that bicycle travel is the highest, especially in tourism areas.   Overall, autos counts could vary from around 
10 percent to over 50 percent. A lack of shoulder width has the effect of narrowing the road section due to the tendency 
of bicycle riders to ride more towards the center of the pavement. 

Hills and curves generally have negative effects on the suitability of roadways for cyclists.  To degree to which these 
conditions have negative impacts can be measured by the percentage of solid yellow line (no passing because of 
restricted sight lines caused by the hill and/or curve.  High percentages tend to be associated with a negative effect on 
a road section’s suitability for shared use. However, in some situations, usually on narrow twisty roads, it has often the 
effect of lowering the traffic speed, moderating its impact somewhat and often reducing the incidence of triple pass 
occurrences. 
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roAd section evAluAtion 
1.  The first step is the evaluation process is to identify the ADT. The ADT thresholds developed for determining the bicycling 
condition of a particular road segment have been adjusted to take into consideration an increase in seasonal and weekend traffic. 
Roads in the following counties may need further ADT adjustments to account for additional tourist traffic:

• Adams, Bayfield, Burnett, Door, Forest, Green Lake, Lincoln, Oneida, Polk, Sauk, Sawyer, Vilas, and Washburn

To account for the increase in tourist traffic, multiply the ADT by 1.224. The result will be the ADT you want to use during the 
evaluation process.

2.  Once you have your ADT, identify the percent of the segment that has a SOLID YELLOW LINE. The more solid yellow line on a 
road segment, the less suitable the road is for cycling due to curves and hills that limit sight lines. An adjustment to the ADT will be 
made based on the percent of the yellow line that is solid.

3.  Identify the percent of the ADT that is TRUCK TRAFFIC. If the data is not available, assume 10% of the traffic is trucks. 

4.  The final piece of data you will need is the road section’s PAVEMENT WIDTH. If the road section has paved shoulder(s), add the 
paved shoulder width(s) to the overall pavement width. For example, a 24-foot wide segment of road with a pair of 3 foot paved 
shoulders would have a total paved width of 30 feet.

Once you have identified the data for those 4 categories, the bicycling condition of a particular road segment can be determined 
using the following tables, broken down by the adjusted pavement width (including paved shoulders). It is still possible to rate 
roadway conditions for bicycling while knowing just ADT and pavement width by using default values or estimates for percent yellow 
line and percent truck traffic.

up to 22 foot wide Adjusted pAveMent 

Time Saver:  Any road section with an ADT less than 359 is considered good for cycling. Any road section with an ADT greater than 
1540 is not desirable for cycling.

If the ADT falls between 359 and 1540, make an adjustment based on the percent yellow line, and use the second table to 
determine the rating.  

%Yellow Line ADT Adjustment
0 - 20% - 100

21 – 40% - 25
41 – 60% - 25 
61 – 80% + 100

81 % or more + 400

Truck % Rating ADT
Threshold Rating ADT

Threshold Rating

Up to 10%

GO
OD

< 1050 <

M
OD

ER
AT

E

< 1440 <

PO
OR

11% < 1000 < < 1380 <
12% < 970 < < 1330 <
13% < 930 < < 1280 <
14% < 860 < < 1190 <
15% < 759 < < 1043 <
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23 to 24 foot wide Adjusted pAveMent 

Time Saver:  Any road section with an ADT greater than 1860 is not desirable for cycling.

If the ADT falls below 1860, make an adjustment based on the percent yellow line, and use the second table to determine the 
rating.  

%Yellow Line ADT Adjustment
0 - 20% 0

21 – 40% + 100
41 – 60% + 200 
61 – 80% + 400

81 % or more + 800

Truck % Rating ADT
Threshold Rating ADT

Threshold Rating

Up to 9%

GO
OD

< 1350 <

M
OD

ER
AT

E

< 1860 <

PO
OR

10% < 1215 < < 1670 <
11% < 1105 < < 1515 <
12% < 1015 < < 1395 <
13% < 930 < < 1280 <
14% < 870 < < 1195 <
15% < 805 < < 1110 <

25 to 26 foot wide Adjusted pAveMent 

Time Saver:  Any road section with an ADT greater than 2890 is not desirable for cycling.

If the ADT falls below 2890, make an adjustment based on the percent yellow line, and use the second table to determine the 
rating.  

%Yellow Line ADT Adjustment
0 - 20% 0

21 – 40% + 100
41 – 60% + 200 
61 – 80% + 400

81 % or more + 800

Truck % Rating ADT
Threshold Rating ADT

Threshold Rating

5%

GO
OD

< 2105 <

M
OD

ER
AT

E

< 2890 <

PO
OR

6% < 1930 < < 2655 <
7% < 1800 < < 2475 <
8% < 1690 < < 2325 <
9% < 1560 < < 2145 <
10% < 1400 < < 1925 <
11% < 1275 < < 1755 <
12% < 1165 < < 1600 <
13% < 1075 < < 1480 <
14% < 1000 < < 1375 <
15% < 940 < < 1290 <
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27 to 28 foot wide Adjusted pAveMent 

Time Saver:  Any road section with an ADT less than 345 is considered good for cycling. Any road section with an ADT greater than 
3630 is not desirable for cycling.

If the ADT falls between 345 and 3630, make an adjustment based on the percent yellow line, and use the second table to 
determine the rating.  

%Yellow Line ADT Adjustment
0 - 20% 0

21 – 40% + 100
41 – 60% + 200 
61 – 80% + 400

81 % or more + 800

Truck % Rating ADT
Threshold Rating ADT

Threshold Rating

5%

GO
OD

< 2640 <

M
OD

ER
AT

E

< 3630 <

PO
OR

6% < 2380 < < 3270 <
7% < 2180 < < 2995 <
8% < 1910 < < 2625 <
9% < 1805 < < 2485 <
10% < 1715 < < 2360 <
11% < 1560 < < 2145 <
12% < 1435 < < 1970 <
13% < 1325 < < 1820 <
14% < 1225 < < 1690 <
15% < 1145 < < 1575 <

29 to 30 foot wide Adjusted pAveMent 

Time Saver:  Any road section with an ADT less than 1490 is considered good for cycling. Any road section with an ADT greater 
than 4740 is not desirable for cycling.

If the ADT falls between 1490 and 4740, make an adjustment based on the percent yellow line, and use the second table to 
determine the rating.  

%Yellow Line ADT Adjustment
0 - 20% 0

21 – 40% + 100
41 – 60% + 200 
61 – 80% + 400

81 % or more + 800

Truck % Rating ADT
Threshold Rating ADT

Threshold Rating

Up to 9%

GO
OD

< 3450 <

M
OD

ER
AT

E

< 4740 <

PO
OR

10% < 3435 < < 4720 <
11% < 3125 < < 4295 <
12% < 2860 < < 3935 <
13% < 2640 < < 3630 <
14% < 2455 < < 3375 <
15% < 2290 < < 3150 <
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31 to 32 foot wide Adjusted pAveMent 
Time Saver:  Any road section with an ADT less than 2160 is considered good for cycling. Any road section with an ADT greater 
than 6035 is not desirable for cycling.

If the ADT falls between 2160 and 6035, make an adjustment based on the percent yellow line, and use the second table to 
determine the rating.  A fourth rating, “High Volume, but Wide Shoulders,” is used for road sections with widths of 31 feet or greater. 
This provides some flexibility for road sections that would not be recommended for bicycles due to higher ADTs, but have wider than 
3 foot paved shoulders that provide additional safety.

%Yellow Line ADT Adjustment
0 - 20% 0

21 – 40% + 100
41 – 60% + 200 
61 – 80% + 400

81 % or more + 800

Truck % Rating ADT
Threshold Rating ADT

Threshold Rating ADT
Threshold Rating

Up to 12%

GO
OD

< 3450 <
M

OD
ER

AT
E

< 4740 <

HI
GH

 V
OL

UM
E 

 B
UT

 
W

ID
E 

 S
HO

UL
DE

RS

< 6035 <

PO
OR

13% < 3310 < < 4550 < < 5860 <

14% < 3165 < < 4350 < < 5680 <

15% < 2960 < < 4070 < < 5420 <

33 foot or greAter Adjusted pAveMent
Time Saver:  Any road section with an ADT less than 2745 is considered good for cycling. Any road section with an ADT greater 
than 7325 is not desirable for cycling.

If the ADT falls between 2745 and 7325, make an adjustment based on the percent yellow line, and use the second table to 
determine the rating.  A fourth rating, “High Volume, but Wide Shoulders,” is used for road sections with widths of 31 feet or greater. 
This provides some flexibility for road sections that would not be recommended for bicycles due to higher ADTs, but have wider than 
3 foot paved shoulders that provide additional safety.

%Yellow Line ADT Adjustment
0 - 20% 0

21 – 40% + 100
41 – 60% + 200 
61 – 80% + 400

81 % or more + 800

Truck % Rating ADT
Threshold Rating ADT

Threshold Rating ADT
Threshold Rating

Up to 12%

GO
OD

< 4035 <

M
OD

ER
AT

E

< 5545 <

HI
GH

 V
OL

UM
E 

BU
T 

W
ID

E 
SH

OU
LD

ER
S < 7325 <

PO
OR

13% < 3895 < < 5355 < < 7155 <

14% < 3750 < < 5160 < < 6975 <

15% < 3545 < < 4875 < < 6715 <
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definitions

ADT (Average Daily Traffic) represents the latest measure of annual average daily motor vehicle volume. The annual WisDOT book, 
“Highway Traffic Volume Data” offers a quick but not detailed reference for this data category. 

PAVEMENT WIDTH is the total pavement width of the travel lanes and does include paved shoulder width.

PERCENT TRUCK ADT is the percentage of the ADT that is truck traffic (three or more axles). The PERCENT TRUCK ADT is one of 
the biggest factors affecting a road’s suitability for bicycling. Identify generators of truck traffic such as industrial parks, factories, 
warehouses, areas with logging activity, and quarries that may exist along a road section. Again, local planning agencies and 
university extension offices are good sources for information on current and future examples. Assume that county roads with 22 foot 
or wider pavement widths, which connect two state roads with significant truck volumes, also have significant truck traffic. Once 
identified, field checking is necessary to obtain more exact figures on truck traffic.

PERCENT YELLOW LINE, actually percent solid line, indicates how much of the road section is not available for passing. The 
PERCENT YELLOW LINE can be roughly estimated from examining United States Geological Survey (USGS) topographical maps 
in the 1:100,000 to 1:24,000 scale. Road sections which vary greatly in horizontal alignment (twisty) are likely to have high 
percentages of yellow line as are sections which vary greatly in vertical alignment (hilly). Field checking is necessary to obtain 
exact figures. On narrower width local roads it is uncommon to have center lines. In this case it may be necessary to estimate the 
PERCENT YELLOW LINE by comparing the local road’s character with that of a road where the PERCENT YELLOW LINE is known.


